Vote Liam Searle
for Student Trustee

I'm Liam, and I'm an MA
student studying US Politics.
I've been at Keele since 2014,
completing my BA last year,
and have spent my time here
representing students as
much as possible.
As a student trustee, I'll be able to bring a wealth of experience as a student
representative, both within KeeleSU and in the University.
Within the University, I served as a 3rd Year Politics StAr last year, and am
currently a Student Voice Representative for my students on my Master's course.
I've served on multiple committees in various societies in a number or roles,
including as Treasurer of both Keele Labour Students and Young Europeans.
At KeeleSU, I've been a Societies Executive and was Constitutional Affairs
Secretary last year, chairing the SU's Union Executive Committee and ensuring
Officers abided by the SU Constitution.
This experience will allow me to perform the duties of Student Trustee extremely
effectively.
As Constitutional Affairs Secretary, I assisted in preparing and chairing KeeleSU's
General Meetings, providing crucial knowledge in how to chair General Meetings
of the KPA and conducting them effectively to give all students an opportunity to
speak and affect policy within their Union.
I will use my experience in representing a wide array of students in ensuring the
KPA leadership acts in the interests of its members and works to support
postgraduate students. Though a voluntary role, I will always be willing to hold
officers to account and ensuring the KPA acts as all Student Unions should - to
support you and assist you wherever possible.

Vote Liam Searle
for Student Trustee

My experience in Student Unions
allows me not just to perform the
specific functions of the Student
Trustee role, but serve with a
clear understanding of both the
KPA's structure and
responsibilities.

As an engaged student, I'll
come prepared for chairing
General Meetings and making
sure the Association's diverse
student membership has a say
in the running of the KPA.

I'll ensure the money the KPA
makes from the club house and
elsewhere feeds into enhancing
your representation by myself
and other officers, improving the
postgraduate experience at
Keele.
For an engaged and experienced Student Trustee
vote for Liam Searle

